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Technical specificaTion: folDaBle fRaMe scReen
Article Size Format Gain Fabric size  Borders Viewing area Total height Weight  Packaging 
number (inch)  matte (mm) (mm) (mm)  of screen  Net/Gross L x W x H   
   white        (mm) (Kg) (mm)

FFS305-4:3  150”  4:3  1,0   3250x2487  100   3050x2287   3590 25/22  1350x270x350
FFS305-16:9 138”  16:9  1,0   3250x1916  100   3050x1716   3020 23/20 1110x300x370

FFS406-4:3  200”  4:3  1,0   4260x3245  100   4060x3045   4350 35/32  1180x420x400
FFS406-16:9  183”  16:9  1,0   4260x2484  100   4060x2284  3580 31/28  1340x350x380

FFS508-16:9  230”  16:9  1,0   5280x3057  100   5080x2857   4160 52/49  1630x470x420

FFS600-16:9  271”  16:9  1,0   6200x3575  100   6000x3375   4670 62/59  1630x650x440

For extra fabrics for both front- and rearprojection, see the pricelist.
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This screen is a very practical screen when you are to show movies/presentations to larger groups. Easy to assemble 
and take apart, and convinient to work with for the people on the road who needs to make big size quality presen-
tations. A very common product for rental services and public environments.

fRaMe paRTs/colouR 
The frame parts are made of anodized aluminum.
All the frame parts are mounted together (no risk to loose any 
parts) and are easily folded.

scReen faBRic/Gain 
For a natural picture, the screen fabric is made of PVC with a 
matte white surface. The gain value is 1,0. Extra screen fabrics for 
rearprojection are avalible as an accessory (see price list), this 
fabric has a gain value of 0,8. 

MounTinG
The screen fabric is mounted on to the frame with push-bottons. 
The screen can be mounted on a few different heights depending 
on size and model.

usinG The scReen ouTDooRs
The screens makes a big windbreak when using it outdoors, do 
not use it in winds over 5 m/sec. The screen must be anchored, 
use the enclosed cord and anchorage.

Black BoRDeRs
The picture area is surrounded by 10 cm wide black borders.

TRanspoRTaTion
The screen is delivered with one nylon bag with handles, the 
screen fabric is stored in a separate inner bag.


